Introduction and notation
Let Afl denote an arbitrary but fixed partition of the unit interval • I = [o.l] , so that An: 0 = xQ < x1 < ... < ... <xn_-j < x n = 1» By Sp(3^n) we denote the space of the cubic splines, i.e. an element seSp(3,An) if the following conditions are fulfiled:
(i) in each interval jx^ ,xj (i=1,2,... ,n) s is an algebraic polynomial of degree at most three, (,ii) se C 2 (I). It is well known fact that Sp(3^n) is a linear subspace of C(I), and dim Sp(3^n) = n+3 (soe, e.g., [2] ). Now we assume that the real numbers mi (i=0,1,...,n) are given. In this paper two interpolation problems (1.1)-•<-(1.2) and (1.1)-(1.2') are considered. The first one is formulated as follows (1.1) s"^) = m± (i=0,1 ,...,n), (1.2) s(xQ) = y0, s(xn) = yn, where yQ and yfi are given reals, and the second problem in which instead of boundary conditions (1.2), the initial conditions (1.2') are introduced
where as above y Q and y£, are given reals. In section 2 two theorems on the existence and unicity of solutions of the above problems are given. In the paper [4] a similar problem to the above (1.1)-(1.2) was considered. Instead of conditions (1,1) the following interpolating conditions s / (x i ) = n^ (i=0,1,...,n) were introduced. The interpolations problems (1.1)-(1.2) and (1.1)-(1.2') are not covered by schemes investigated by Demko (see [5] ). T'he cubic splines which are solution of the above problems possess a nice property, namely if n^ = f"^) (i=0,1,... ,n), f is a conp » vex and f £ C (I), then the cubic spline function s is also convex independent of boundary, values y Q , y , or initial values y Q , y' 0 ". This property generally is not true for the natural cubic splines with given values at the knotc (see [é] ). In section 3 upper bounds for. the error ||f^-s^|| c (k = 0, 1, 2; f e C^(I)) are given. Here and further || • || c stands for the sup-norm in the interval I.
2. The existence and uniqueness theorems At the beginning the interpolation problem (1.1)-(1.2) will be considered. Let s e Sp(3^n), yj k * = s^i^), m jL = s" (x ± ) (k = 0, 1; i = 0, 1,..., n). For x € [x^ the cubic spline s may be written in the following form , [l] ). How we prove that the system of linear equations [2.2) (with unknowns ,y 2 ,... »7 n-1 ) possesses e'xactly one solution. Let A n _ 1 = (a^-j) (i,j=1,2,...,n-1) denote the tridiagonal matrix with entries (2.3) a ia = a ± (i = 2,3,...,n-1; j = i-1 ),
and let d^ denote the k-th leading minor of the above matrix
Applying this recurrenqe formula to the matrix of the above system (2.2) one can prove that
' j-1 Hence we obtain Theorem 2.1. For an arbitrary natural number n > 0 and an arbitrary knots x^ (i=0,1,...,n) there exists exactly one cubic spline function seSp(3»A n ) which is a solution of the interpolation problem (1.1)-(1.2).
Prom (2.1) follows Corollary 2.1. If m^ > 0 (i=0,1,...,n), then the unique cubic saline function seSp(3,A n ) which is a solution of the problem (1.1)-(1.2) is convex independent of the boundary values y Q and y fl . Now we give a theorem in which we prove that the interpolation problem (1.1)-(1.2') possesses a solution and this solution is unique. Theorem 2.2. For an arbitrary natural number n > 0 and arbitrary knots x^ (i=0,1,...,n)
there exists one spline function s £ Sp(3,A ) which is a solution of the interpolation problem (1.1)-(l.2 ; ). Oii«n where e = (eQ,e^,...,e ) eH , and further the infinity norm of the square n*n matrix B = (b^^) is equal to II ® II oo = max y J ijl* Now we are able to prove the following theorem.
The o r e m 3.1.
Let f e C 4 (I). Further let s c Sp(3,An) be a solution of the problem (1.1)-(1.2) with equidistant knots x^ = i/n (i=0,1,...,n) and n^ = f"(x^J (i=0f1,...,n), y0 = f(xQ), yQ = fUj. Then (x^., <cx1,(bi < x±+1; i=1,2,... ,n-1 ).
In the case of equidistant knots the system (2.2) is as follows:
Subtracting (3.2) from the above system and using further (3.3) we obtain
(i=1,2,...,n-1; e 0 =e n =0).
Let A 1 denote the matrix of the system (3.4). It is known n-1 2 sg- §-. Hence and froir (3.5) oo O (see, e.g., [3] ), that we obtain ,-1 n-1 (3.6) I*"!,-
Further some auxiliary function u(x) (xcl) will be used. This function is defined in the following way:
is an algebraic polynomial of degree at most three, 2° u(x ± ) = f lf u"(x i ) = (i=0,1,...,n). It is obvious that such a function u always exists and is unique. For x e u(x) may be written in the following way
where t = (x-x^^)/h. Now we can prove the inequalities (3.1) for k = 0 and k = 1. First some estimations from above for |j f will be given. Using (3*1) we' have
further by virtue of 2°, (2.1) and (3.7) we obtain u(x)-s(x) = = e i _ 1 (l-t) + e^ (xejx^ ,x ± ]). Hence ¡|e||oo (k=0),
•Thus from inequalities (3.6), (3.8f-<3.9), and from a triangle inequality we-obt»in the thesis of our theorem in the case k = 0, 1. The function s" is a broken line. Using the method presented in [2, p.39] we obtain directly (3.1) in the case k = 2. Before the next theorem we introduce some additional notation, namely let h = max h.. -121 -
Proof.
Let us denote e[ k^ = (x^-f ^ (x^ (i=0.1,...,n; k=0,1). First an upper bound for the quantity ||e ¡00 will be given, where e (k '= (e^ .e!^ .. ,e^k ) ) T .
1° Case k = 0. Prom eqs. (2.5) and (2.7) and for equidistant knots x^ we obtain a simple expression for the coefficients cjL, namely i-1 (3.11) c ± = fj+fa (i=1,2,...,n). 3=0 Prom (2.4) we have Putting (3.11) in the right hand of the above equality and applying further the mean value theorem we obtain i-1
Prom the Taylor fornsula we have h 2 h 3 X.«' . E 4 -Sf I-1 + f" f i-l + t f i-i +f?
Substracting from (3.12) and applying the mean value theorem we obtain 
